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On the Quasi-Asymptotic Expansion of the Causal Fundamental Solution 
of Hyperbolic Operators and Systems 

P. WAGNER 

Explicit formulae for the quasi-asymptotic expansion (in the sense of V.S. Vladimirov) of the 
causal fundamental solution of hyperbolic partial differential operators resp. systems with con-
stant coefficients are given. The method is applied to some concrete examples. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the beautiful monograph (9], V. S. Vladimirov, Yu. N. Drozhzhinov and B. I. Za-
v'yalov presented a systematic treatment of multidimensional Tauberian theorems for 
distributions. Among other applications, they employ this theory to determine the 
quasi-asymptotic of causal fundamental solutions .E of linear hyperbolic partial diffe-
rential operators and of linear passive systems (cf. 19, Ch. IV]). As a general rule, a 
supplemental condition has to be presumed, in order to validate a Tauberian theorem—
that is, to draw a conclusion on the behaviour of a distribution at infinity from that 
of its Laplace transform at zero. In the applications mentioned, this role is played by 
the fact that the argument of the Laplace transform of E is bounded (see (9, §4.4; 
Lemma 1, §11.2; Proof of Theorem 1, §12.3]). It is the purpose of this paper to de-
scribe a different approach which also allows to calculate the quasi-asymptotic and even 
the quasi-asymptotic expansion of causal fundamental solutions. Instead of relying on 
the principle of bounded argument, the present method is based on an estimate for 
polynomials given by L. HOrmander. 

The notion of a quasi-asymptotic expansion with respect to an open convex cone 
r in R" is understood here in the following sense. If {A,,} 520 , A0 < A 1 < ..., is a 
sequence of real numbers and 7 are distributions in S' (I') (necessarily homogeneous 
of the degree —A,), then the notation 

E(kx) Ek_ A1 7 . (x), k - 00 

will mean that

VJ EN lirn kA , IE(kr) -	k7 . (x)] = 0 in s , (r) 

(comp. [9, §10] for the one-dimensional case). Let us observe that, in general, this series 
fails to converge in s , (r).
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2. HYPERBOLIC OPERATORS 

A linear partial differential operator (with constant coefficients) P(8) = P,.(8), 
P, homogeneous of degree j, P, 0 0, P,, 0 0, is called hyperbolic with respect to the 
direction N E R" \ {O} if Pm (N) 0 and P(—ix + rN) 54 0 for all z E R" and 

> 7-0 (cf. [3, Def. 5.4.1]). We shall assume that 7-0 = 0, which amounts to considering 
the shifted operator P(8 + roN) instead of P(8). By Theorem 5.5.5 of [3], P(8) is 
hyperbolic with respect to all directions in an open convex cone C := 1'(P, N). A closer 
inspection of the proof of this theorem shows that in our case (that is, ro = 0) 

P(—iz) 54 0 for z E Ta := R" + X. 

There exists exactly one "causal" fundamental solution E of P(8) having its support 
in r := C (cf. [3, Theorem 5.6.1]) and, furthermore, E e S'(['), see [8, §13.2]. Since 

P,(—iz) = lim k'P(—iz/k), 
Ic—. m 

the polynomial P1 also satisfies F, (—iz) 54 0 for z E Ta . This follows from the fact 
that, for fixed z E Ta and ç 6 C" with F, (ç) 54 0, the number of zeros of the non-zero 
polynomial P, (—iz + Ac) in A within a bounded region C in the complex plane can 
be expressed by the complex line integral 

fc	
(log 	

/ 
dA 

- 27ri 

and hence must vanish if {—iz+ Ac : A e G} C Ta (also compare the proof of Theorem 
5.5.2 in [3]). Therefore, the homogeneous operator P, (8) and its powers are hyperbolic 
with respect to C. 

PROPOSITION 1. Let P(8) = >'", P1 (9) and r be as above and denote the causal 
fundamental solutions of P(8) and of P,(0)' by E and E,,, respectively. Then E 
has the following quasi-asymptotic expansion in S'(r) for k —i oo: 

E(kx)	>k''T,(x), 

wherein T, are homogeneous distributions of the degree 1 - n - r given by 

T =	
(I:l)(_1)IQI [JP,+(a)"'E,,1+0 

o,>O 

PROOF: By the Laplace transformation, the convolution algebra S'(r) is isomorphi-
cally mapped onto the space H(C) of the functions f(z) which are holomorphic on 
Ta and which fulfill an estimate of the form 

	

33,-1,c >0:11(z)]	c(i + zI2)s1c(y)-
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Herein z = x + iy and 

Ac (y) := dist(y, ÔC) = min{y - U I : u 6 ÔC} 

(see [8, §12], [9, § 2.5 1) . Therefore, the validity of the quasi-asymptotic expansion in 
S'(r) which is stated in the proposition is equivalent to that of the following quasi-
asymptotic expansion in H(C) as t \ 0: 

P(—izt) 1	- 
r=O

t'Q,(z).

vs	(IcrI'\ u:: P,,(—iz)'' 

I (—P,(—iz))''' 

For fixed z 6 T', this series simply is the Laurent expansion around zero of the 
meromorphic function

g(t) := P(—izt)' = M Pj (—iZ)ti)' 

in the complex t - plane and hence is even convergent for 0 < Itl < e(z). In order to 
show the asymptotic convergence in H(C) for t \ 0, we have to verify instead that 

lim t'	IP(—izt)' -	r_ 1 Q(z)] = 0 in H(C)
L r=0 

for R 6 N. Expanding the differentiable function t'g(t) in a power series around zero 
and representing the remainder by an integral we obtain for t > 0 

R 

	

t t g(t) -	t'Q,(z) =	f
t 
(t - ) R

 (,-)	
(s t g(s)) ds 

ds r0 

and hence

<- 

	

[P(—i't) - ' -	t''Q, (z)]	
1	 I / d

ds 
 )'?" / 

c	

\
- tRR! f (t_s) 	

P(_IZ3))H r 0

1 ftj (d)'( SI
)ds. - R! 	ds	P(—izs) 

Therefore, it remains to be shown that 

R

It(d)(	'	
ds1=O lim max 1 ( i + 1z12)	c(Y) 

	;	P(—izs)j t "1 0 ETC [
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for some fl, y>O. Since 

	

( d \11 /	a'	/	s, 
R+2 

)	P(—izs)) =	
P(z,$) 

for some polynomial P1 (z, a), we are allowed to replace the integral in the above limit 
by the following one:

R-t-Z	 v't (g21 

	

10,(P(zs))	1d32 JO
	. a2)) I P(—zz 

If we regard or 21 P(—iza2 ) as a polynomial Q(x,y,a) in the 2n + 1 real variables 
x, y, a, then the set N of its real zeros fulfills 

NcR x (R; \c) xi, 

and hence, if "dist" denotes the Euclidean distance in R3+1, we have 

dist((x,y,a);N) ^! A C (y) for z = x + iy ETC and a ER. 

By Lemma 2 in (21, this estimate implies

a2' 
>0: Vz ETC : Va with 0 <a < 1: P(2) <c(i + 

and thus the required limit in H(C) follows. 

REMARKS. 1) The quasi-asymptotic expansion of E for k \ 0 can be derived in 
exactly the same way. Keeping the above notations we obtain for k \ 0: 

E(kx)  S, (x) 

wherein Sr are homogeneous distributions of the degree m - n + r given by 

Sr =
	

(1:1) (_1)"1 fl 
This expansion, though generally divergent in S'(r), happens to converge in P', or, 
more precisely, in Bb0c_., cf. [4, Th. 12.5.31. 

00 

2) Proposition 1 can be generalized to also contain the case of a quasihomogeneous 
decomposition of P(ô) (compare 110, p. 409]). Namely, if a 1 ,... ,a,0 EN and if 

P,(kOxi,...,kO0x,.)=kiP1,
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then

k —+oo, 

2', being given as in Prop. 1. This type of expansion is specially adapted to comparing 
the Timoshenko beam operator, viz. 

(- . a  - a)( - a - a) + 
V2	 C2 

with the ordinary beam operator c 2 9 + 8, which example will be treated in more 
detail in a forthcoming joint paper with N. Ortner. 

EXAMPLE 1 (cf. 19 , §11.2)). Let us apply the proposition to the Klein-Gordon operator 
in n - 1 space dimensions 

P(8)=L1,. +c2 =8	+c2,	=8 +•+a 1 , c>0. 

In this case, E is the value in ç = 1 of the function 

c/2	
J 

-/2 s	
ç_n.(cs), (2	

n—i 

h(c,c)	
I2-1 F(c)(2c)c	

'	 1/2	Re ç>s=(x—x—...—x_1) 

which, as a distribution-valued function, can holomorphically be continued to the whole 
complex c-plane (cf. (6, Ch. VI, §5], [5, p. 166]). Proposition 1 yields the following 
quasi-asymptotic expansion for k —i cc: 

E(kx)	-	(C;)' 
El i ö. 

EXAMPLE 2 (cf. [9, §11.2]). The so-called telegraph operator EL —c2 , c >0, assumes, 
after the shift öo —p 8o + c, the form P(s) = EL + 2cä0 , which operator satisfies the 
condition

VzETC:P(_iz)$0; C={y:y>y--•..+y_1}. 
The fundamental solution E is given by e°h(i,ic); h being defined as before. 
Proposition 1 furnishes

k'" 
E(kx) _

	EL Y (xo) x ®6 
;=0 

wherein Y denotes Heaviside's function.
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3. HYPERBOLIC SYSTEMS 

Let Z(9) be a system of N linear partial differential equations (with constant 
coefficients) containing N unknown functions, i. e., Z(8) is an N x N-matrix of 
operators. Assume that P(8) := det Z(8) fulfills the requirements of Section 2—that 
is, P(—iz) 0 0 for z e Ta. The unique (again called causal) two-sided fundamen-
tal solution Ez of Z(t9) having its support in r := C is given by the formula 
E = Z 1 (8)E, wherein Zodj denotes the adjoint matrix to Z and E is the causal 
fundamental solution of P(8) (cf. [3, 3.8]). Let us decompose Z into its homoge-
neous components: 

=	
Z,	homogeneous of degree s, 1 <i,j N. 

Then we immediately obtain the quasi-asymptotic expansion of Ez from that of E: 

Co	 Co	 min fm 1,r} 

E(kx)	> k'''T,(x) ==>. E(kx)	k'	 Z:'11(8)T,_,(x). 

EXAMPLE 3 (cf. [9, §12.5]). In the study of the motion of a rotating liquid, one is led 
to a system of partial differential equations represented by the following matrix: 

	

-	81	8	' 
Z(8) (a8o 8 82 83 \ 

	

-	8	-	ô	o I ' °' > 0. 

83	0 0 80) 

An easy calculation furnishes 

P(8) = det Z(8) = 8' , (cra - i3)+t(u8	192\
' 0	3) 

and thus, from Proposition 1, we obtain 

E(kx) >k_2_23T = >k _ 2_23 (_8(a8 - 
i =0	 1=0 

- Y(xo/\/_[x3I)(2/2)l5 
0&3 

- 2/772+21j!2
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A more laborious computation yields ZadJ = Z1 +Z2a dj + Z3&dj with 

fOo	00 83 

Z(0)	,2 
'
(o	00 0 

0	0 0	0 
0 0	ai90 

/ —al8	8081 0	\ 

•	( Z2d = 1(8)
80 0

	a23 — a8 0 8383 
I —8081 a8 — 92	0 8183 

0 8283	—8183 0	1 

02 1	0 8082 8083 
dj Z(8) =8

I	88 g19 —8	82 
2 3 8182 8183 

88	ci8 0
_192 _192 

1 3 19283 
80 83 8383 0283 a8 — 8 — 8)

Let us remark that Z2, d j is skew-symmetric and Zladj, Z3 " are symmetric because of 
the identity Z(8; —) = Z(8; ,7)T. We finally conclude that E5 Z (8)E has the 
following quaiasymptotic expansion: 

3 
E(kx)	

k	
Z(8)Y(xo//—IxsI)®&, ®ö,	 Z; dl

 
2/,i2

j=0 

+ Ek_ 6_22 [Z'i(0)8(a8 —	
—	

+ Z3 (8)] 1'3,. ,a(j + 1)2 
3=0 

In this example, det Z(0) = 0, and this fact renders the application of the next propo-
sition impossible. 

PROPOSITION 2. Let Z(8) =	Z,(8), Z,,, homogeneous of degree s, and E 
be as at the beginning of the section (i. e., det Z(—iz) 0 0 in Tc) and assume that 
det Z0 = det Z(0) 0. Then the quasi-asymptotic expansion of E (kx) in s , (r)N x  

for k — oo is given by the formula 

E(kx)k"' 
rO

1^!0, 

PROOF: As in the proof of Proposition 1, the quasi-asymptotic expansion in question 
is transformed to one in H(C). Because of the hypothesis det Z(0) 0, the matrix-
valued function Z(—izt) ' is analytic in t = 0 for fixed z E Tc and its Taylor series 
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is given by 

Z(—izt)' = 
[Z.	

+	Z'- I Z' (- iz) t' 

=	 Z1Zr(_iZ)tr)'Z;1 

=	t'	 (1)'(Z'ZriZ' ...Z'ZrZ')Hz) 
=0 

for Itl < (z). Herein I denotes the unit matrix. The rest of the proof proceeds in 
a similar manner as that of Proposition 1. In fact, the integral remainder term now 
contains derivatives with respect to s of 

= P(—izs) 1 Z (—izs), 

wherein P = det Z fulfils the conditions presumed in Proposition 1. Therefore, the 
same procedure works, and hence the proof is complete. I 

EXAMPLE 4 (cf. [9, §12.5]). Let us consider the Dirac-operator 

Z = - M = iv - M, 

where, for convenience, we use the so-called Feynman dagger (cf. 111). The causal 
fundamental solution is 

E = - (it + M)147r-_S(xo -	M	 J1 (M') 
x[) - —Y(xo - lxi) 4 

X = (x 1 , x21 x3 ), x2 = X --	-2 X3 

(see 17, §11.12]). Proposition 2 yields the following quasi-asymptotic expansion: 

E(kz)-

00	 1+1	 00	 2j+3 
=k42, M2'
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